Introduction
This work is a continuation of [8] and its main purpose is to investigate mappings defined by reproducing kernels of the Bergman function type for holomorphic sections of complex vector bundles. This mappings seems to be very interesting from the geometric as well as physical point of view (see [5] , [6] or [9] ). In Section 3 we prove that mappings mentioned above are holomorphic (Theorem 3.2). In Section 4 we show how to use them in the proof of Kodaira embeding theorem (Theorem 4.3). Section 2 contains the description of main results of [8] . Without any other explanation we use the following symbols: N-the set of natural numbers; R-the set of reals; C-the complex plain.
Preliminaries
All proofs of theorems and propositions presented in this section are given in [8] .
Assume that there are given: E = (E, it, M) -a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r over a complex inanifod M; -a volume form on M, where n := dime Af; h -a Hermitian structure on E. As a simple corollary of this proposition we obtain the following
is a Hilbert space we can use the Riesz theorem on the representation of linear functional on this space (see [10] is an antilinear isometry. Let for a given v* G E*
Since the map E* 9 v* £"-€ L 2 H(EI)* is linear we obtain that E* 9 
is holomorphic in x and antiholomorphic in y\
Maps given by the Bergman section Let us denote
We will consider this vector space as a subspace of
where the last space is the Hilbert space with the scalar product
and that the complex conjugation
is an antilinear isometry of Hilbert spaces. Let us consider the map
We have
Proof. Let VQ,V" (E E". We have the following sequence of equalities
where ir' : E* -• M is a projection in E*. Since K is continuous on M x M we get that any term in the last expression is a continuous function of € E* x E*. Hence P roof. For any vector bundle charts (U\,ip\) and (t^»^) on E and any
where (ci,i,..., e\ <T ) and (e2,i,.. • ,C2,r) are frames of E defined on U\ and U2 by ipi and ip2 respectively. Since K(x, y) is holomorphic in x and antiholomorphic in y (Theorem 2.4) and sections e\and e2j (-) are holomorphic on U\ and U2 respectively we obtain that functions /^¿•'(x, y) are holomorphic in x £ U\ and antiholomorphic in y £ U2 for m,j = 1,2, ...,r. From (4) it follows that for any p = 1,2,..., r We have r (10) *«;-<«)(») = £ y) e 2,i(2/)-
3=1
If P(a,p) := {z = (zV-.z n ) 6 C n : |z' -a>\ < p,j = l,2,...,n} is a polydisc in C n such that its cloasure clP(a,p) C Vi then by the Cauchy integral formula for each z 6 P{a,p) Since by Theorem 3.1 J is a continuous mapping we have that there exists the integral
From the continuity of evaluation functional it follows that for any y € M 
we see that Z(x) does not depend on (p. By the previous considerations it is clear that the map Z is holomorphic.
The Bergman section and the Kodaira embeding theorem
From now on we will consider holomorphic line bundles over a complex manifold M. We call a vector bundle L over M the line bundle if for any x G M r = dime = 1. A holomorphic line bundle L is positive if there exists a hermitian metric h on L with the curvature form 0 such that the (l,l)-form (z/27t)0 is positive (see [1] ). Let us recall the famous Kodaira embeding theorem The most important and difficult step in the proof of this theorem is to show that For the proof see [1] Chapter 1, Section 4.
We will write now conditions which are equivalent to (Kl) and (K2) in the case when M is compact but are more appropriate in our approach. Namely, let L be a holomorphic line vector bundle over M with the hermitian structure h and let n be a volume form on M. We say that the triple (L, /i,/z) satisfies the conditions (Kl') and (K2') if: there exists ko £ N such that for any k > ko is not orthogonal to s, which implies that
Z(x) = J(L; k ) i J(L~k) = Z(y).
Hence Z is one-to-one map. where Si € is such that 5 = -SiCi-This, however contradics the condition (K2').
•
